
Italy, 2013
the Travelling Bunny hopped into the boot-shaped country!

Tuesday, July 2 - 2013
12:15 am
After visiting Kaye Down Under, the Travelling Bunny was 
kindly delievered to me by the postman this morning. The 
package weighted much more than I though it would, so soft 
and fluffy, and I began to relize the chart wasn’t the only 
travelling goodie waiting for me inside.

12:17 am
One side of the envelope has been boobietrapped with sta-
ples. It took me a few minutes to unarvel a brown thread 
that got tangled in them and - ouch! I sense more pointed 
things in here, pins perhaps?

Taras the cat supervised the exchange between me and the postman from the first-floor window. 
He’s waiting for his own robomouse to be delieverd. Everyone has different priorities, you know.
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1:25 pm
I sent an email to thank everybody and let them know the Bunny is here. I’m so thrilled this little 
fluffy guy hopped his way all around the world and now he’s in my hands. I must take a look at my 
gift storage box, the place where I collect buttons and smalls to include in giveaways. It has just 
been raided when I sent my 1st blogaversary gifts, it might need replacements.

Wednesday, July 3 - 2013
10:25 am
I’ve taken a careful look at all the notes and little bags. So many beautiful things and more blogs 
to follow. I know I’ve been a terrible blog-reader lately, but I added some new friends to the WP 
Reader, and recognized a friendly handwriting. So good to see you here, Grace!

Monday, July 15 - 2013
8:25 am
I resorted to my private needlework shop (my own stash loot) and picked a couple of linens and a 
lovely cream fabric that will suit my little bunnies. Bunnies with an s, yes. I couldn’t decide be-
tween two options , a 28ct. over 2 and a 36ct. over 2, so I stopped thinking about them and de-
cided to use both!

The 28ct. over 2 (on the right) will make a cute, tiny scissor fob; while the 36ct. over 2 (on the 
left) will turn into a matching pincushion. 

Friday, July 20 - 2013
11:26 am
I started working on the 28ct. linen. After only a few stitches I realised the linen I prepared was 
way bigger than I expected - bummer, cause I hate wasting fabric. It’s the Scrooge in me you know, 
he shows up from time to time. 
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I did the same with the 36ct. no idea what happend after I wrote down the results I got from the 
fabric converter. Anyways, in order not to waste any more I decided to give up the matching pin-
cushion option and stitch something bigger on the 36ct. linen.

The 28ct. version is coming along nicely, I used Wisper threads for the Bunny and silks for all the 
rest: my own choice of Dinky Dyes and Glo-
riana I found in my stash.

5:48 pm
The Bunny is finished! I’m so happy about 
the way he turned out.

There are French Knots forming his fluffy 
tail; for this purpose I used Wisper 
thread wrapped around the needle 6/8 
times to form uneven knots I then 
tucked to the side so that the wrapped 
up part lays down - without showing the 
hole a French knot forms on top.

I also coiled the stitching for the flower 
so that the variegation of the thread 
forms a spiral. Unfotunately I then realised it would get covered by 

the beads - silly me!

Saturday, July 21 - 2013
5:54 pm
The Bunny is finally finished into a tiny, super 
cute scissor fob. I traced the outline of both 
the front and back with two plies of DMC 
Mouliné cotton thread 3348, the same shade 
as the green gingham squares; joined them 
wrong sides together using slip stitches and 
just before I closed it, I added some polyes-
ter fiberfill.

By far the smallest finishing I’ve ever 
worked on!

I made a custom cord using the Kreinik Custom Cor-
der with threads matching the linen (DMC Mouliné 3348 and Ecru), hand-sew the 

cord all around the tiny fob, formed a tassel at the bottom and a hoop on top.

There’s a post I published with more info and finishing instructions here:

http://thegreytail.wordpress.com/2013/07/22/chapter-eighteen-the-resoluteness/
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Tuesday, July 30 - 2013
2:50 pm
The date I chose for the Bunny to leave again is getting closer, so I decided to wrap up everything 
about him and realized I had no idea where it all began.

I got intrigued and spent all afternoon looking through blogs, following links, retracing his steps 
back to ..2011! like Annie said, his family got bigger and bigger with every stop, where a cousin 
(sometimes four!) were born.

That’s when I decided I wanted to pin all his homes to a map and look at them with a smile. I 
emailed all the stitchers I didn’t know and asked them about the country/state they live in.

Then I printed a pretty detailed map, searched for all the locations with a monocular, pinned 
them and traced the Bunny’s journey around the world!

you can see bigger pictures and read more about the Bunny’s journey in this post:

http://thegreytail.wordpress.com/2014/04/19/the-long-lost-drafts-chapter-fifty-six-the-bunnys-ma
p/
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the Bunny’s stops I managed to trace were:

1. Tricia at The Stamper’s Stitches 26 May 2011 – Wisconsin, United States (black pin)

2. Sally at Stitchyangel’s Treasures 19 April 2012 – East Yorkshire, United Kingdom (light 
blue pin)

3. Vickie at A Stitcher’s Story 19 June 2012 – Wisconsin, United States (yellow pin)

4. Annette at California Stitcher 4 July 2012 – California, United States (lilac pin)

5. BeaJ (sorry, I couldn’t find a blog for her) – Saskatchewan, Canada (red pin)

6. Lee at Notes from under the Mountain 19 September 2012 – New Zealand (white pin)

7. Gracie at Needles Pins and Dragonflies 27 October 2012 – Arizona, United States (orange 
pin)
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8. Annie at Annie Bebop’s Coloring Book 6 November 2012 – Maryland, United States (green 
pin)

9. Lelia at Stitches of Life 16 December 2012 – Northwest Indiana, United States (white pin)

10. Cucki at Cucki Stitching Cove 19 January 2013 – Krugersdorp West, South Africa (orange 
pin)

11. Kaye at Kitten Stitching 5 February 2013 – Victoria, Australia (yellow pin)

12. me, chiara at the grey tail 22 July 2013 – Venezia, Italia (lilac pin)

13. Jane G, at Loopy’s Place!– South Yorkshire, United Kingdom (red pin)

I hope you enjoyed this get together as much as I did. who knows where this darling boy wil hop 
next!

P.S. the linen and fabric I prepared for the travelling pattern but cut the wrong size still ended up 
with bunnies on them! I combined motifs and bunnies from the Nature au point the croix booklet 
dedicated to animals, you can read more about them in these posts:

http://thegreytail.wordpress.com/2013/07/25/chapter-twenty-one-here-he-hops/

http://thegreytail.wordpress.com/2013/07/28/chapter-twenty-four-the-furry-ones/
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